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Present challenges for Academic Institutions

LSEG Workspace

Hybrid learning, productivity and efficiency

– Remote and hybrid working has become a reality and both educators and 
students have access to financial intelligence even if they are away 
from campus

– Academic institutions need to provide students best-in-class solutions to boost 
results, giving them a head start as they transition into the workforce 

– Boosting applied learning and productivity with non-tailored solutions is difficult 

License management and security

– Managing license management effectively can be resource reliant

– Ensuring students who left the university are not able to access databases 

– Individual license models means licenses need to be assigned and unassigned 
as students join and leave 
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Be a step ahead of your peers

LSEG Workspace

LSEG Workspace is a powerful and 
intelligent learning solution that meets 
the needs of both students and educators.

LSEG Workspace gives academia a richer, 
more interactive learning and teaching 
experience and surfaces expertly vetted, 
reliable and meaningful data quickly.

Combining exceptional data, news and content 
coverage with cutting-edge web technology 
that is fast, light and intuitive, it gives academia 
an edge to create best in class learning 
experiences while giving students a step up as 
they move into the workforce
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Bringing next generation financial intelligence to 
academic institutions

LSEG Workspace

Boost research with AI-powered search and snapshot previews
Designed to show preview results with minimal screen interruption or 
searching, snapshot previews enables students and academic staff to 
access needed content without even having to click search. 

Open and agile 
Researchers and students can conduct deeper data modelling and 
analysis with modern APIs and popular languages such as Python, 
helping them broaden their knowledge of the markets. They can access 
the raw data, extract it, build it into models and applications – open 
access to our data – to drive innovation and research.

Single sign-on and license management
The License Management tool allows administrators to approve 
individual licenses allocated to the account, allowing them to manage 
their user base and associated LSEG Workspace entitlements. 

Enhanced multi-platform experience
Researchers, academic staff and students can continue their research 
seamlessly even away from university by accessing Workspace from 
their personal desktops or tablet via Workspace.

http://workspace.refinitiv.com/web
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Enhance, enrich and extend your curriculum with 
best-in-class data

LSEG Workspace

Drive your research and earing using real – world leading data sets

40 BILLION
Daily market data updates

92.5 MILLION 
Company financial data

51 MILLION 
Estimates and KPIs

52.8 MILLION 
Research pages per year 
from 1,300 firms

9.5 MILLION 
Economic time series

1.3 MILLION
Equity quotes from 
325 exchanges

Market data and pricing
The widest available range of cross-asset data through low-latency, real-time and bulk-content delivery systems.
– Indices
– Benchmarks
– Lipper Fund data
– Equities
– Derivatives & options
– Exchange-traded funds

– Evaluated pricing
– Fixed income
– Foreign exchange –

FX and interest rate polls
– Futures
– Loan pricing

– Municipal bonds
New issues

– Real-time pricing

Economic data
The largest collection of global economic time series 
content in the industry.

– Global key indicators
– National sources and calendars
– International historical sources
– Forward-looking economic indicators

News and insight
Extensive coverage from the world’s leading financial 
news organization.

– Reuters News
– Third-party news sources and news wires
– Thomson Reuters news 

Analytics and MarketPsych Indices

Company data
Comprehensive and timely information to inform in-depth, bottom-up 
analyses. The leading provider of detailed company data.

– Bond holdings
– Business classifications
– Credit (CDS)
– Company news
– Corporate actions
– Debt new issues
– Entity risk

(corporate structures)
– ESG data

(ranking and ratings)
– Estimates
– Equity new issues
– Events & transcripts
– Fundamentals

– Investment research
– Mergers and acquisitions
– People data
– Ownership
– Private company data
– Shareholder activism 

Intell igence
– Shareholding disclosures
– Syndicated loans and 

project finance
– Venture capital and 

private equity data

Reference data
Data to support security master and enterprise 
data management and asset set-up.

– Index constituents & weightings
– Industry classifications
– Symbology
– Terms and conditions

Analytics
Unique data sets support idea generation, due 
dil igence and decisions.

– Deal analytics
– StarMine® quantitative analytics and models
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Take your learning to the next level 

LSEG Workspace

Designed with your learning goals in mind
Master the solutions financial professionals use, become certified and stand out to employers when you transition into the workforce. Benefit from 
a stronger curriculumthat fosters applied learning. 

Learning Pathways
Explore recommended learning 

topics by Job Function

Enroll in classes
Register for live classes to receive 

expert tuition

Watch videos
Browse through our library of 

on-demand videos to gain 
practical knowledge

Take certifications
Demonstrate your knowledge of 

LSEG products and earn a 
Certificate of Completion

We offer a range of learning opportunities from live, instructor-led classes to on-demand videos. Select the option that best suits 
your needs.
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